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In response to COVID-19 outbreak, our newly 
developed Air-nCoV-Watch system was rapidly 

dispatched to Wuhan for SARS-CoV-2 monitoring!  

Our laboratory has developed a rat 
based toxic air sensing system 
named as Rats Sniff Off Toxic Air 
(RSTair) System which is able to 
real-time alert the changes in air 
toxicity. It was selected as an 
ES&T supplementary Cover. 
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     Scientific Publications 

1. Our work about rea;-time-alert toxic air 
using newly developed system named as 
RSTair by Chen et al 2020 was published in 
Environ Sci Technol, and was selected as 
supplementary cover. 

 
2. Our work “On airborne transmission and 

control of SARS-CoV-2” by Yao et al 2020 
was published in Science of the Total 
Environment. 

 

Research Awards 
 
1. Dr. Yao’s project titled as “Onsite Onsite 

Rapid Detection of New Corona Virus 
Aerosol” (Grant #: 22040101) was approved 
on March 24 for an award of 3 millions 
RMB. 

 
 

Other Selected Scientific Activities 

1. Dr. Yao applied the session of Beijing 
Forum with the symposium name “Airborne 
Transmission of Infectious Diseases and 
Control” on Jan 10, 2020. 

 

 
2. Dr. Yao gave a report of working plan during 

the annual meeting of Indoor Environment 

and Health Branch Chinese Society for 

Environmental Sciences. In his talk, he 

mentioned biological contamination risk 

needs to be paid particular attention. 

 

 

Group photo of participants 
 
3. Dr. Yao prepared a report for new 

coronavirus transmission and developing 
trend on Jan 21, 2020. 
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4. Dr. Yao organized a webinar for discussing 

the COVID-19 pandemic, and a total of 66 

experts participated.   

 

5. Dr. Yao along with other colleagues 

developed a protocol for re-use of 

secondhand mask through microwave 

irradiation by a household unit.  

 
6. Dr. Yao developed a mathematical model 

for predicting the development trend of 

COVID-19 pandemic. The model has 

successfully predicted the trends for 

China and other Asian countries during 

the earlier outbreaks. 

 
7. Dr. Yao developed a report on the impact 

from environmental factors such as 

altitude, ozone, humidity and 

temperature on the COVID-19 

transmission. 

 
 

8. Dr. Yao was interviewed by Global Times 

on aerosol transmission of COVID-19 on 

Jan 10, 2020. 

 

9. Dr. Yao was invited to a give report about 

the control of aerosol transmission of 

COVID-19 on behalf of the team by 

National Health Commission.  

 

10. Dr. Yao has set up a temporary lab in his 

home for evaluating protocols of 

monitoring and controlling aerosol 

transmission of COVID-19. 

 

 

A temporary lab in Dr. Yao’s home 

11.  Dr. Yao was interviewed on aerosol transmission 

of COVID-19 by Xinhua Group and China Science 

Magazine. 
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12. Dr. Yao along with his colleagues from 

Jiangsu CDC and Chayang CDC of 

Haidian District launched aerosol and 

breath-borne SARS-CoV-2 monitoring 

work in Wuhan and Beijing 

simultaneously. 

 

SARS-CoV-2 monitoring in Wuhan hospitals 

 

SARS-CoV-2 monitoring in Beijing hospitals 

13. Dr. Yao along with other colleagues 

launched a special issue with ES&T, a 

prestigious environmental journal, on 

the environmental transmission of 

COVID-19. 

 

 

14. Dr. Yao was invited to participate in a 

webinar organized by the WHO for 

discussing the COVID-19 transmission 

routes. And Dr. Yao was also invited to give 

a webinar presentation regarding aerosol 

transmission of COVID-19 by ISIAQ to 

about 200 experts around the world. 

 

15. Dr. Yao along with other colleagues 

launched a special issue with Science of 

the Total Environments on 

environmental transmission of 

COVID-19. 

16. Dr. Yao’s work using ACW in monitoring 

SARS-CoV-2 in Wuhan hospitals was 

featured by Peking University. 

 

Our next issue is expected to be in August 

2020 & we look forward to exciting news from 

our group. For other information, please visit 

our laboratory web site: www.yaopkulab.com. 

All contents contained in this document are 

copyrighted and explained by PKU Bioaerosol 

Laboratory. 


